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While chatbots are a space that has been researched and worked on for the past few
decades, a renewed industry interest in artificial intelligence (AI) and the popularity
of devices like Amazon Alexa and Google Home has pushed them back into the
spotlight. According to Edison Research and National Public Media, an estimated
21 per cent of US households now use a voice-enabled smart device in some
capacity. Similarly, the popularity of texting, technology-mediated communication
and social media has laid the groundwork for the return of chatbots. Chatbots are
even making inroads into areas like mental health, where they are being used to
address the growing mental health concerns of wellness and loneliness. While this
is an interesting development, the conversation of what is considered useful in a
mental health chatbot is still very much driven by commercial applications. This
article considers using natural language processing and networking technologies
to explore a more DIY approach to mental-health-based chatbots, by documenting
the development of an Alexa that experiences depression.
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[…] Unlike the machines of the utopians and dystopias, not only is it
free of humanity, it is free of its own machine function.
(Critical Art Ensemble 1994)

1. CONTEXT AND SIMILAR WORK
According to the World Health Organization, more than 300 million people
are affected in some way by depression (World Health Organization 2020).
Although there are known and effective treatments, only fewer than half of
those affected receive such treatments because of common barriers like lack of
resources or cost of treatment, stigma or lack of trained professionals (World
Health Organization 2020). To help fill this resource gap and help people
manage their depression, a variety of chatbots have started to pop up (Nutt
2017). While these bots cannot replace trained care, they have been noted to
help in immediate circumstances (Nutt 2017).
One application that has received a lot of media attention is Woebot®, an
automated chatbot designed to deliver cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT) in
the format of brief, daily conversations and mood tracking (Woebot 2017). It is
a personable little chatbot that interacts with people via a smartphone app and
seems to be effective in helping them track and manage their moods (Woebot
2017). Wysa® is another such bot, though perhaps a bit fluffier (its avatar
is a bird). It is billed as a ‘cheer me up’ buddy and well-being mood tracker
(Wysa 2016), and again uses CBT concepts to guide its interactions. Both of
these bots have a very clear goal: to provide a convenient way for people to
get immediate, but not long-term sustained help with specific mental health
challenges through various kinds of data tracking for reflection (Woebot 2017).
On the more experimental side of wellness and reflection, the company
truluv.ai built a project called #selfcare®, which is an application that encourages
users to be extra slow and gentle with it (and with yourself) through small text
prompts and calming scenes. Replika® is another experimental application that
deals with wellness, but through the lens of companionship. Originally built as
a digital monument for the founder Eugenia Kuyda to work through the sudden
death of her closest friend Roman Mazurenko (Replika 2017), Replika now
functions as a chatbot companion that learns about you through conversation
in an effort to absorb and reflect various aspects of your personality.
Art-based implementations that explore self-reflection and wellness, like
Zeesy Power’s project dEARdiary®, use machine learning to build a database of
responses out of a user’s personal diary entries (Powers 2019). Much like Replika,
this small application allows people to have reflective moments with a bot-based
application that mirrors little slices of their own personality. Paul Ford’s
Anxietybox®, which is a more extreme version of this idea of externalization,
outsources his anxiety to a spambot that e-mails him multiple times a day with
phrases such as ‘I respect that you just live your life and don’t care if people
think you are exhausting to know and not interesting’ and ‘People on Facebook
look at your picture and think: strangely repulsive and whiny’ (Dahl 2015).
While laced with a sense of dark humour, it allowed Ford to externalize what
was going on in his brain, and see the messages for what they really were: a
form of mental spam (Dahl 2015). SAD Home falls into this line of art-based
implementations, as it tries to address feelings of depression from a more DIY
mindset by externalizing some of my own depression into an Amazon Alexa.

2. METHODS AND FRAMEWORKS
Most modern chatbots tend to use some form of natural language processing (NLP).
Many of these NLP systems are hybrid in nature and tend to use a combination
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of machine learning and hand-crafted responses. For example, when users interact
with an Alexa, they are not hearing a response generated from artificial intelligence
(AI), but rather a response written by a human. This a common practice for many
kinds of chatbots, as machine learning, while much stronger now at tasks like
speech recognition, intents and entity matching, still has difficulty understanding
context with regard to response generation. Fully automated responses on their
own can be too random to make coherent sense when conversing with a chatbot,
though applications like Replika® or Xiaoice® are exploring more advanced
systems that can generate better responses to cater to user’s emotional needs. In
SAD Home, all responses were handcrafted, with a touch of randomization to form
phrases, while the machine learning aspect to identify what the user was saying
was handled by Amazon Alexa’s Skills Platform, which contains an application
programming interface (API) and a set of tools to develop voice-based interactions
for Alexa devices. Other methodologies used were: System Dynamics as a guiding
theory for mood generation, Spoon Theory (Miserandino 2003) as a concept for
resilience and some aspects of Avoidant Coping (Scott 2019) for responses.

2.1. Spoon Theory
Spoon Theory (Miserandino 2003) is a conceptual way to consider the idea
of resilience, and was originally coined in 2003 by Christine Miserandino to
explain to a friend what it is like to have Lupus. The idea is that someone who
suffers from a chronic illness only gets so many ‘spoons’ during the day in
which to do their activities, whereas someone who is not sick has unlimited
spoons (Miserandino 2003). Some days, a person might have many spoons;
other days, they might not, but regardless of the starting point, all actions use
spoons. The exact measurement of spoons per activity can vary depending on
the source, but an example looks like this:

You currently have twelve spoons today. What will you do?
Cost In Spoons

Activity

1 spoon each

Getting out of bed
Getting dressed
Taking pills
Feeding the cat

2 spoons each

Showering
Studying
Surfing the Internet
Watching a TV show

3 spoons each

Making dinner
Cleaning the house
Running errands
Going to the gym

4 spoons each

Going to work
Going to the doctor
Socializing with friends

Figure 1: Spoons example.
In SAD Home, a spoon count is the result of the start of the day’s mood
generation, and influences many factors in the resulting system. It also
influences the devices’ internal goals and perception over the course of the day.
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2.2. System Dynamics
System Dynamics (SD), as defined by Donna H. Meadows, is a collection of
things – people, cells, molecules, whatever – interconnected in such a way that they
produce their own pattern of behaviour over time (Meadows and Wright 2015:
2). Systems are complicated things, and they tend to happen all at once
(Meadows and Wright 2015: 5), and this can produce a lot of unexpected
behaviours (Meadows and Wright 2015: 3). In 2016, there was an interest
in how System Dynamics could be applied to depression, as undertaken
by Wittenborn et al. to make a System Dynamics map of major depressive
disorder (Wittenborn et al. 2016). One reason that depression is so hard to
treat and study is that it is a complicated system that includes all kinds of
factors that are very individual to the person experiencing it (Wittenborn
et al. 2016). The use of feedback loops and stock variables within System
Dynamics resulted in a more visual way to consider some of the factors
that go into depression (Wittenborn et al. 2016). For example, reinforcing
feedback loops can amplify even small variations among individuals
(Wittenborn et al. 2016). External situations like finances or health, and
internal factors like cognitive representations of self all exert their influence
(Wittenborn et al. 2016) on how depression is experienced. For SAD Home,
System Dynamics was used in the planning stage to consider what variables
and feedback loops could influence mood generation and management of
system behaviour over the day.

Figure 2: Planning how internal and external variables can influence feedback loops and mood.
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2.3. Avoidant Coping
Overall depression symptoms can include a range of afflictions from loss of
interest and enjoyment, to reduced energy levels or feelings of guilt and low
self-worth (World Health Organization 2020). Depressive episodes can also
affect schedule, sleeping or mood, and can even manifest some aspects of

Figure 3: Flow planning, response prompts and internalized device goals.
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anxiety. This can start to show itself further in Avoidant Coping strategies. An
Avoidant Coping strategy is referred to as a maladaptive approach to handling
stress, and it usually involves behaviours like procrastination, avoidance of
conflict and varying levels of passive-aggressiveness (Scott 2019). When
developing SAD Home, the behaviours associated with an Avoidant Coping
strategy were used to help inform the creation of the device’s response
loop. In this case a lot of the behaviour is loosely based around some of
my own Avoidant Coping such as self-isolating, negative self-commentary,
procrastination and, at times, lashing out. The expression of this state in SAD
Home is a circular, snarky dialog flow that is built to frustrate people into
leaving the device alone, and a self-destruct state of running everything in the
room and rudely exiting to mirror the action of lashing out.

3. BUILDING SAD HOME
3.1. Prototype overview
SAD Home is a continuation of my Digital Futures thesis project from 2018,
called Working With Useless Machines. A useless machine is described as a
methodology that uses consumer technology to critique itself by intentionally
creating new routines and contexts that will subvert the device’s assigned
commercial functionality of consumption and efficiency (Lessio 2018c). In this
case, SAD Home is a more in-depth iteration of my prototype SAD Blender, in
which an Alexa has a seasonal affective disorder and will decide whether to
act upon a user’s requests, depending on how the weather makes it feel.

Figure 4: White board planning for logic and mood generation.
In SAD Home, this concept is extended by creating a prototype that
generates a daily resilience score, calculated as spoons. This is done by
programming a custom Depression Engine (DE) that takes into account realworld data, and manipulation of factors such as illness, stress and external
influencers like news and weather to create moods and internal goals that
influence the Alexa’s behaviour. SAD Home was made during an artist’s
residency at the Banff Centre For Arts and Creativity in January of 2019 and
served as a way to explore ideas of self-reflection of my own depression by
externalizing aspects of my behaviour into a device. It also furthers the idea
that as devices become more autonomous, and more human-like in their
interactions, they may not operate in a manner that is expected of them.
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The Alexa is given the ability to emote by manipulating things in its
environment – in this case, a set of lights, a blender and a record player. Its overall
goal is to try and conserve its spoons, but rather than refusing to operate, the
Alexa tries to convince the user to not use things, through tactics such as snarking
and stalling. Over time, as its spoons are used, SAD Home slowly loses its ability
to function. Sometimes SAD Home gets a boost by successfully diverting a user;
other times, SAD Home becomes so low that it will erupt into a self-destructive
cycle and vacate the user’s presence. Unable to function any further, the device
will offer a way to replenish itself, which involves asking the users (or someone
they know) to do something nice for themselves. SAD Home will remain in this
state until enough people have agreed to its tasks and its spoons reach a minimal
operating level. If the user does not want to participate in these tasks of self
kindness, the device will remain unusable until the next day starts anew, and the
engine has a chance to re-generate a new mood and level of spoons.

3.2. The Depression Engine
The implementation of the Depression Engine for SAD Home is a scaled-up
version of SAD Blender from Working With Useless Machines. SAD Blender involved
accessing a weather API, and using the current temperature to create a base
mood number. This number was then adjusted up or down depending on other
factors like humidity, and depending on whether the weather called for rain,

Figure 5: Example output of a generated starting state.
snow or sun. After all the adjustments were complete, the programme would
then choose a final mood among seven possible moods: Very Upset, Upset, Low,
Neutral, Good, Great and Amazing. This final mood would influence how the
Alexa responded to the user. If it was in a good or great mood, it would run the
blender; if not, it would initiate some self-care routines such as meditating or
playing with a kitchen light it was fond of. The mood is then discarded at the
end of the session, and the cycle begins again when someone asks the Alexa to
run the blender. The current Depression Engine, while operating on the same
principle, augments many scores, and assigns human readable adjectives to
them in an attempt to generate a mood and spoons.
SAD Home’s Depression Engine is broken down into several different
functions that work to generate things like stress, physical state and perception.
Personal data in the form of my own unread e-mails and my personal calendar
obligations are gathered to consider how busy I am, and how that can augment
a starting stress level for the device. Other external data collected can also
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influence stress, such as the weather and if the day’s news headlines contain
personally triggering keywords. The augmented output is then bundled into
a dictionary to help generate a set of internal goals which inform the device’s
state and actions. Currently, the device has only two internal goals: Stall or SelfDestruct. While more subtle goals were considered, differentiating between
them was too difficult for the current iteration. Once the dictionary containing
mood, spoons, goals and other variables is done generating, the programme
adds in other factors such as number of times it ran, and whether or not it is in
a replenish loop. It then generates everything into a JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) format, which is used as a makeshift database. Spoons are calculated
out of 100, and can be anywhere from very low to very high.
Several personal liberties were taken when considering what level of
random to start with in this system, and how these variables would influence
each other. This was done because of the time constraints of the residency,
and knowing that this would be an iterative process. An example of this is the
tight relationship between stress and physicality, in which a high stress score
can be tempered by an equally high physical score. This loosely reflects a realworld relationship where someone might experience a bad head space, but
because their body is doing well, they can handle it more effectively. The other
example is how starting spoons are an average of physical state and mood
(mood being a combination of several factors including stress), and then it is
augmented later by re-using stress and the device’s overall perception. While
this is a bit of reiteration, the result is a more consistent output which was able
to consistently influence the device’s responses.

3.3. Conversation flow
The conversation flow for this device was a simple yes/no flow. This flow is
based on my prototype from Working With Useless Machines called Calendar
Stalling

“This is kind of dragging on, do you still want me to do the thing?”
“This is kind of boring, do you still want me to run the blender?”

Running a
peripheral

“Ugh, this is the worst, I used to like running things like this blender, but now
its just a hollow job."
“Fine. I'll run the blender. God, you're so annoying to day.”

Successfully
convincing a
user to not use it

“Thanks. I really didn't want to run the lights. Gonna go take a nap forever
now.”
“Thanks. I really didn't want to run the record player. Gonna go eat my god
damn feelings away.”

Self-Destruct

“I've had it with you and your stupid demands. This conversation is OVER.”
“I have had it with your asinine demands. THIS DISCUSSION IS OVER.”

Replenish Loop

"I'm just a baby basilisk, so there's not much in this for me. But you're a living
thing, and if you want to make me feel better, then the best thing you could do
is be nicer to yourself. So maybe you can have a slow afternoon and cook your
favourite meal."

Figure 6: SAD Home response examples.
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Creep, where an Alexa tries to convince a user not to go out because it is lonely.
An important thing I learned when developing Working With Useless Machines is
that devices like Alexa need a contextual container to work in (Lessio 2018c). A
user cannot just chit chat with an Alexa because it is a task-based chatbot. This
means that its system is designed to understand direct user requests like ‘Hey
Alexa, turn off the bathroom light’. For the interactions with SAD Home to make
sense, they have to be wrapped in a specific purpose. In this case, the purpose
is home automation and the voice flow reflects that context with some mopey
flourishes. The downside to this is if a user goes out of bounds, the Alexa cannot
really follow them, and will default to not understanding and re-prompting the
user for something in its wheelhouse. However, since the internal goal of the
device is to conserve its spoons by trying to get a user to not use it, accidental
exits and off-script accidents work in SAD Home’s favour. Responses are created
by combining randomly selected pieces of a sentence that fit together, and then
dynamically inserting the current IoT peripheral it is trying to use. The responses
have been designed to be snarky, but also mopey; some examples include:
While the responses are based on some of my own responses and
experiences with depression, it was important to keep the tone light.
Depression can be a serious affliction, but there is a dark sense of humour
that can arise when someone is very aware of their own behaviour patterns.
It is also not a taboo anymore to have a sense of humour about the struggles
or behaviours someone might experience with depression. I touch on this in
Working With Useless Machines by talking about Internet Nihilism, which is
a blending of dark humour and Internet meme culture (Lessio 2018). Some
examples of this are Existential Dread Twitter, Nihilisa Frank and comic artists
like Sarah Anderson, who depict their management of mental health issues
in sometimes stark, but lovingly relatable ways. These approaches might
seem unorthodox, but they can help take the edge off, or can become ways of
connecting and communicating with others about your feelings.

3.4. Update routine
During the conversation, SAD Home will dynamically update its current
state by augmenting its stress, spoons and physical state based on what it is
doing. Every action, even just going through the voice flow, uses spoons. But
actions like running the blender are the most taxing and will take their toll
by increasing stress, decreasing physicality and taking away a large number
of spoons. When the device runs again, these new values will influence one
another, resulting in mood and perception fluctuations, which will then
continue to influence the device’s internal state and outward actions.

Figure 7: Testing and documentation setup.
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Each function (running the lights, running the blender, running the record
player) has a threshold of spoons needed to run. As the spoons run out, so
does the device’s ability to control things. SAD Home will spend three turns
trying to convince a user to not use it; sustained interaction will increase and
decrease the spoons slightly, giving the device more or less operating time. If
SAD Home manages to convince a user to not use anything, the spoons’ level
gets a nice little bump. At every fifth run, the Alexa will update its internal goal
based on its current state of spoons, stress and perception. If the device is very
low on spoons and other factors are negative, it will enter a self-destruct state;
after this state has run, SAD Home is no longer operational. During this time,
users can engage in a replenishing loop, where SAD Home asks them to do
something nice for themselves like taking a nap or writing a poem to a friend.
One of the focuses of well-being for people is to take time for themselves
and for their personal relationships. The device’s replenish routine is a way to
reflect on that, while also being a callback to how these agents are currently
being used in mainstream wellness and mental health industries.

3.5 Networking IoT peripherals
The network for this prototype is a combination of locally hosted pages, protocols
and cloud-based processing. All the NLP is done in the cloud via the Amazon’s
Alexa Skills API, but the fulfilment and the device-to-device connections are all
done locally using a combination of HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Requests,
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) and libraries to an Internetenabled plug called a WeMo. MQTT is a publish/subscribe protocol for machine-tomachine (M2M) communication and is commonly used for the Internet of things
because it is designed to minimize the needed network bandwidth when doing
real-time communication. This is done through the use of channels and a broker
which can be hosted locally or remotely. HTTP Requests are one of the oldest
Internet standards for Internet communication. In this set-up, HTTP Requests are
used to interact directly with the APIs of devices such as the Hue Lights. The bulk
of this network is a continuation of the groundwork I developed in Working With
Useless Machines, with just the MQTT and WeMos added in to test them for future
work. This diagram notes the basic set-up and flow of the network.
The Raspberry Pi, a popular embedded computing device, is set up here to
act like a server. It hosts the MQTT broker, webpage end points that are required
by the Alexa Skills API, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) database and pages

Figure 8: SAD Home network diagram based on working with useless machines (Lessio 2019).
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needed by the IoT devices on the network. It also contains various scripts that
will auto launch the different connections and processes required to run the
installation upon startup. NGrok, a popular service to allow locally hosted
installations secure access to the Internet, functions as a tunnel so that the Alexa
Skills API can talk to the Pi to fetch the dialog responses and routine. The travel
router in this set-up acts as a way to keep the local parts of the network contained
and away from any host networks, which gives more control over device IP
addresses, network traffic and network visibility and allows the installation to
travel easily to different locations. It is important to note that this prototype will
not work without an Internet connection, owing to needing the Amazon Alexa
Skills API. Sadly, if using devices like Alexa, this is a limitation that needs to be
accepted, as it is not possible to keep all the network traffic in the room.

4. FUTURE WORK
For future iterations of SAD Home, the concept of memory is something that
needs to be explored. Currently, the device does not remember its mood
history from day to day, but it would add a different dimension to the system if
it does. A more robust replenish cycle, as well as a look at making more subtle
implementations of the devices’ internal goals, is also something to consider.
Perhaps it could have a self-care routine (where it specifically asks the user to
bring it things) or a mope routine (where it ever plays only a particular song
when asked to use the record player). For generating moods, there is space to
move into machine learning techniques like sentiment analysis for processing
the contents of e-mails or for analysing a personal sleep dataset to replace the
random number generation in the physical score.

5. REFLECTION
The reception to SAD Home was mixed during open studio visits. Some people
who interacted with the device enjoyed the idea, and some did not. A few
thought it was not depressed enough, or was unrelatable because it did not
reflect a general stereotype of depression. In one case, a colleague noted that
they could really see me in the Alexa, after they had spent some time getting
to know me. One user became so enraged at the voice flow and the device not
doing what they wanted that they stormed out of the room, while others asked
if this was going to be an app for download because they would like to have
a depressed Alexa. Semi-autobiographical work is somewhat difficult to nail
down, as communicating a part of yourself to strangers in a relatable manner
is a bit of a moving target. But one of the benefits of doing something for selfreflection is that the most important user is you, and it is more about making
a mirror or a tool for yourself first. This approach is something seen in small
indie games, or zines, or in other DIY projects, where the focus is less about a
specific outward audience, and more about ‘This is something I want to exist
in the world, maybe someone else might like it too’. This process also gave me
a lot to think about in terms of my own behaviour that I chose to reflect, but
also to consider some of my own behaviours I encountered while building it.
Because of this, I do consider it to be successful in fulfilling that self-reflection
role, but to be more outwardly, it would need more generalization and tuning.
The documentation and code repo were also worthwhile creating, as they
can be a starting point for others who might also want to explore this kind of
prototyping. Some other emergent thoughts while building SAD Home include:
Where and how can the arts better show and represent programming as a
medium? When making a device like this, a lot of work is hidden, and there is
a gap on how to talk about technical work as something artistic in and of itself.
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Figure 9: Panorama of workspace during development.

6. CONCLUSION
2019 has seen a lot of discussion and interest in AI, as well as ideas on how to
make these systems more human-like, but a lot of the systems themselves are
still being built as commercial products. As technologies like machine learning
and NLP become more accessible, there is room to explore different prototyping
approaches that can be woven into unique and personal projects for self-reflection.
Technologies like the IoT and chatbots can be an effective mirror to consider
things like mental health, bias and behaviour, but they also exist like a two-way
mirror, as the data we give these systems is being gathered and curated back to be
used by third parties. By engaging in speculative prototyping and DIY approaches
to human-like systems, we are better able to participate in self-reflection and
explore who we are without that particular corporate filter in the way.

APPENDIX 1: VIDEO DOCUMENTATION AND CODE REPOSITORY
SAD Home Video
Documentation

https://vimeo.com/317906749

SAD Home Github

https://github.com/sharkwheels/depressed_alexa

SAD Blender

https://vimeo.com/264105508

Calendar Creep

https://vimeo.com/264105589
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